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Introduction
Sensitile® Terrazzo slabs and tiles magically shift, shimmer, and twinkle in response to shadows,
light and movement creating a playful, living surface.
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These slabs are used for a wide variety of commercial, institutional and residential applications,
for horizontal/vertical surfacing, flooring, counter tops, and accents. For other applications refer
to separate documents.
Sensitile® materials are custom manufactured exclusively in Michigan, USA to specified
color, thickness and surface finish. Due to the hand-crafted nature of Sensitile’s
materials, variations in color, shade, tonality, flow, grain, crazing, veining, texture and
slight bubbling are inherent material characteristics and serve to enhance the unique
quality of each finished product. All slabs are precisely cast, individually finished
and meticulously checked against our stringent standards.
Because each order is manufactured in accordance with approved shopdrawings and ships as a finished kit-of-parts, we discourage further
applied protective coatings, during each step of the installation –
unpacking, handling, seaming, etc. After installation, Sensitile
recommends planned maintenance measures to ensure a durable,
elegant surface that will add long lasting vibrancy to any space.
Simple precautions will make a significant impact to the success
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of your installation, and we hope that these step-by-step
instructions will assist during the process. Please contact us if
you need further clarification.
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fabrication during installation. It is critical to prevent damage to factory

RECEIVING

INSPECTION

Sensitile® Terrazzo™ slabs usually ship in foam

When the order is received, we recommend that

lined wooden crates within which they are placed

the crate be inspected for any visible signs of

on their edge. Unless otherwise arranged, orders

shipping damage – in the rare event that there is

will ship via common carrier and will need a

obvious visible damage to the crates please do not

forklift or pallet jack along with a commercial

accept the shipment and notify us immediately. If

receiving dock in order to be safely unloaded. For

no damage is noted on the crate, please accept

residential deliveries and deliveries to a job site

shipment and inspect the material promptly to

without a loading dock or forklift, a truck with a

ensure that they meet the specifications of the

lift gate may be requested.

order. If any discrepancies or concealed damage

½ Clearly note damage on
both delivery receiptsdriver should validate your
observations in writing.
½ Take images.
½ Notify Sensitile® 		
immediately.
½ Uncrate contents without
delay-if possible have the
trucker wait.

Before opening crate tipping it back
on some wooden blocks will prevent

! Smart Tip
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Sensitile® products are carefully
packaged in foam lined crates where

½ Document concealed
damage if found with
pictures (date and
time-stamped)
and provide to
shipping@sensitile.com
within 24-72 hours
after receipt.
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are found, we need to be notified immediately.
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Receiving and Inspection
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Action check-list
if visibly damaged
crates are received

Handling & Storage

Heavy. Lift with care.
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Sensitile Terrazzo 1-5/8”
weighs 20.5 lbs/sq. foot
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Handling & Storage
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Sensitile Terrazzo slabs should be allowed to come
to room temperature before installation takes
place. Slabs have a factory applied protective
clear coat. Care should be taken not to scratch
or damage this. We recommend handling and
carrying slabs on edge as is typical for glass or
stone. Please note that slab edges may be sharp
and it is recommended that textured rubber gloves
be used to avoid injury. Alternatively, slab carrying
clamps or vacuum clamps may also be used. All
clamps should be padded and it is recommended
that the pads be wiped clean of any foreign bodies
that may leave marks or scratches on the slab’s
surface. For interior transport, carpet lined drywall
carts are commonly used. Slabs can be temporarily
stored in the original crates that they were shipped
in. They can also be stored horizontally, face-up on
a flat and level surface.

! Smart Tip
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STORAGE

Important: stop and
read the information
on this page.

Sensitile® manufactures products that are finished
materials and typically ordered and installed when
the project is in its final stage. However, if the
project schedule is such that long term storage,
lasting several weeks or months, is necessary then
it is crucial that the materials be stored properly.
Our crates are designed for safe transport of the
materials not for long term material storage. Thus
we recommend that the materials be removed
from the crates and stored on edge, indoors, in a
clean, dry, temperature and humidity controlled
environment that does not have wide and sudden
temperature fluctuations, is void of, condensation
and or leaks.

Edges may chip if not
handled with care

Well-padded dry wall
cart works well for
moving slab on edge.

Use all necessary precautions to prevent
scratching the protective clear coat.

Tops must be handled, shipped, and stored on edges
like glass panes; carrying flat may cause damage
to the slabs.
sensitile.com
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HANDLING

Preparation

Preparation

3.1 TOOLS AND SUPPLIES NEEDED
A. We

recommend

a

masking

tape
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B

D. Sufficient quantity of Seaming Compound.
that

will mask effectively and come off clean

See ‘Seaming Compound Recommendations’
on page 7.

without damaging the protective clear-coat.
In our experience Shurtape CP 27 meets
this requirement.

E. Silicone recommendations for gluing slabs
X-marked icon
indicates “DO NOT USE.”

to sub-base: anything as long as it is
100% silicone.

Caulking Tool

B. Tile Spacers of desired seam width typically

Tile Spacers

1/16”-1/8”. You can use other seam width

C. Keep the approved shop drawing for your

Blades

project handy.
Gloves

Squeegee

Labels on the slabs follow the
same convention as the drawings
approved by you.
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An old credit
card may work
just as well.

Shurtape CP 27

Square 6’ Level

Tongue Depressor

Gloves

Adhesives

Sander/Sandpaper

Do not use rigid adhesives
to apply slabs to sub-base.
©2016 Sensitile Systems®
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marking aids.

Preparation
A good dry fit ensures a good
final install, please do not bypass.

Dry Fit
Check List:

½ A.
½ B.

DIMENSION

½ C Seams identified
		 and masked.

DIMENSION

½ B. Approved shop
		 drawings match slabs.

DIMENSION

DIMENSION

DIMENSION

DIMENSION
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½ A. Millwork level.

ALOHA DESK

The best time to
mask and mark the
seams that come
together is at the
time of dry fitting.

½ E. Determine order in 		
		 which slabs will
		 be installed.

½D

Seam Width
(Typical 1/16”-1/8”).

By this time you
should have determined
which sequence you
will install the slabs.
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½ D Slabs dry fit with
		 seams defined.

½ F. Contact Sensitile® 		
		 immediately with any 		
		 issues during the dry fit.

½C
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!
Confirm full saturation
of seams with compound
and absence of voids by
gently squeezing excess
while applying uniform
pressure from both sides
of the seams.

Horizontal Installation
Reccomendations
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A. ADHESION OF THE FIRST SLAB
TO SUB-BASE

B. PREPARATION OF ADJACENT 		
SLAB AND SUB-BASE

C. INSTALLING THE SLAB ADJACENT TO THE FIRST

Start with center slab and install outward.

1. Liberally apply silicone to the under-surface

carefully place the second slab which you have

A

Slightly offset from the intended seam width,

of the second slab and opposing area of the

prepared for install in steps 1 and 2 on the

sub-base that will receive this slab.

sub-base. Gently slide until contact with tilespacers made. Top off seam with additional

2. Define the seam width with a tile spacer
(recommended) and smear both surfaces of

seaming material after removing spacers to
saturate the seam.

C

the seam between the first and second slab
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with seaming compound.

Apply silicone in dabs or circles to
the slab (and corresponding base )
that you will install first.

Rigid Adhesive

! Smart Tip
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Installation Reccomendations

Clean and level
the seams before
they dry.

D. FINALIZING THE SEAM

Remove excess seaming material by
using a squeegee or small flexible tool
like a business card or credit card.

1. Colored siliconized caulk,
example - ColorFast 		
Ultra, Polyblend Ceramic
Tile Caulk Mapei 		
Keracaulk, and others.
(TIP) sanded caulks will
have a lower sheen and
may match better.

Installation Reccomendations
Clean as you go.

Do not allow seams
to dry before
removing excessive
seam material and
masking tape.
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Use small flexible squeegee.

3. Epoxy based joint 		
compound as used by
granite installers – a 		
popular brand is Akemi.
4.
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2. Color matched polymer
modified grout as 		
would be used for tilingif this method is used, it
is important to seal the
grout once it is dry
and cured.

! But remember do not

use a blade or sander to
remove excess.
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Typically seams are 1/16” to
1/8” wide and recommended
seaming materials are:

D
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Seaming
Compound
Recommendations

Repeat steps A-D to
complete the install.
sensitile.com
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